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When I was little there was one rule I 
had to follow explicitly: I was to never 
pick, touch or carry out any plants or 
flowers at cemeteries. I have been told 
that anything that was rooted in the 
ground was contaminated in a manner 
of speaking by death, decease and ill 
omenomens.
I on the other hand have always found 
cemeteries to be romantic. There was a 
certain morbid fascination with the 
architecture, the melancholy art, the life 
that has sprung in the dirt with luscious 
greenery. The sense of stepping back in 
time. While beyond the gates life moved 
on, on, years changed, styles came and went 
but inside these walls time has remained 
forever frozen.
The inspiration for this book I found in 

another book. A psychological thriller set at an old estate in Ireland where a poison 
garden plays a crucial part of the story and is dominated and overlooked by an imposing 
statue of Achlys. I was at once entranced. I envisioned this book an ode to nature and it’s 
deadly might. A love poem to botany and gardens, to a Goddess of Poison and all that 
she stands for. A terrible yet beautiful occurrence that only nature can produce. Flowers 
so alluring you can’t help yourself but pick them only to be suffocated by their enchant-
ment. A perfect metaphor for pulchritudinous yet treacherous art and love. I hope this 
29th 29th volume teaches you a valuable lesson: may you be careful what you become 
enamored with for it might bring upon your end. 
Welcome to the issue. 







































































 | Model - Anastasia Alkhovik | Styled by Dilmurat Sultanov |  





















































 | Photography by Maxim Gustarev |  Story by Annika Sharber |











































 | Models - Nataliya Polevaya, Koi, Irina Miles, Margarita Jarvinen  |  Crown by - Decrowcraft |





















 | Model -  Salomé Lancolia |  Styled by Etienne Jeanson |







































 | Model - Maria Bakun | Assisted by Nastya Nerozina | Styled by Masha Rudyashko |
| Make Up by Maria Goncharova  | Hair by Alina Mayskaya  | Nails by Olga Saetgaraeva  | 

 | Wardrobe by Alena Shmargurenko and Vera Steklova  | Accesories by 47 Store | 





































 | Pdocustion and Art Direction by Krista Llikova | Style by Philosofiya Production | Design by Julia Orlova |
Production by Tosya | Lights by Andy and Fortuna Maxim | Assistant Production by Di Spit, Alina Pusher |

Make Up by Vera Kovaleva, Masha Vorslav, Elena Smirnova, Julia Tunik | Hair by Fariza Rodriguez, 
Konstantin Borchininov, Vlada Tumbakova, Alxander Medyantsev, Nastya Tenderova, Lilia Shakirova,

Sasha Davydova | Masks by Dominic Elvin |  Shibari by Maksim Kalahari Cast- Maria Vaulina, Tanya Sasha 
Bulanova, Liilu, Alexandra Moskaleva | Retouching by Irina Muravyova | Assistants: Nik Bez, Oleg Ratnikov, 

NNastya Kor, Rita Vinograd, Denis Gasanov, Sherlok Homs, Alla Efremova, Rita, Malryny | Wardrobe by Fal-Ash
Natasha Romano, LooksLikeParisHilton, Aretisyanch, Polyhedron Studio, Glum Kimberly, 

Alexandra Blank, Fatima Asanova |    
















































































































































